FILM | TV | ADVERTS | VIDEO-GAMES
D. E. Mc CARTHY
ORIGINAL MUSIC & SCORES
• Film, Adverts, Games & TV
Full range of solutions (including Foley and sound-effects solutions) for all
your soundtrack needs, whether your budget is big or micro.
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Hours of pre-composed acoustic and orchestral music, copyright cleared, ready to use
Confidential service
High fidelity orchestration sound libraries / samples (if you can’t hire orchestra/ensemble)
Affordable rates
Conductor’s scores and parts can be emailed as PDFs or printed A4/A3+ and sent by post
Full solutions available including orchestral recording solutions *
Foley / Sound-effects / Sound-synthesis and Sound-processing solutions
Secure file upload/transfer facility
UHD Video production/editing facility available
Secure payment and delivery facilities
Music supervision services

* As available. Irish studio session rates guideline (should you wish to avail of them): starting at
e3000 per 50 min orchestra recording time, which in turn will produce up to 8 mins of recorded
music. Chamber ensemble and solo performers rates are significantly less. Prices available by
request - please email. Tax reliefs may be available for certain Film & TV projects in Ireland, please
check with your accountant.
The dark character of the music generally means it would probably suit sci-fi, horror movies and
video-games quite well, as some aspects of it can be quite chilling, especially tracts of music for
strings. Other possibilities exist such as music for Drama, and some sections quite suitable for
Thriller / Action / Fantasy type works. For ads, because of the large volume of original music
available, it’s possible to easily find something suitable to fit a 15/30 second+ advert, or compose it
from scratch. Whether light or serious - whatever you are trying to sell, whatever you are trying to
communicate, there will always be something that fits and adds to your brand.
Fair/Reasonable rates. Please contact “music [at] mipublishing [dot] ie” today with your proposal.
Or phone +353 86 406 1111. (Number may also receive SMS text messages). Thank you for your
patience in waiting for a reply which should issue promptly.

